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ABSTRACT
Life-logging technologies, e.g. wearable cameras taking pic-
tures at a fixed interval, can be used as a means of memory
preservation (in digital form), caregiver monitoring and even
cognitive therapy to train our brains. Yet, such large amount
of data needs to be processed and edited to be of use. Auto-
matic summarization of the life-logs into short story boards
is a possible solution. But how good are these summaries?
Are the selected key-frames informative and representative
enough as to be good memory cues? The proposed approach
(i) filters uninformative images by analyzing the edge content
and (ii) describes the images using the available CNN models
for objects and places with egocentric-driven data augmenta-
tion. We perform a comparative study to evaluate different
summarization methods in terms of diversity, informativeness
and representativeness in two different datasets, both with
annotated ground truth and an on-line user study. Results
show that filtering uninformative images reduces the amount
of final changes in the summary. Moreover, the proposed
egocentric image descriptor generates more diverse content
than the standard 10-crop.

Keywords
Lifelogging Summarization; Wearable Cameras; First Person
View; Episodic Memory Summarization and Retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive decline is a growing concern in our society. We

value our memories and want to preserve favorable ones as
much as we can. Since the invention of the photographic
camera, pictures have been used to both preserve and share
our memories and experiences. As such, family photos are
commonly used as cues in reminiscence therapy for brain
training.

With the rising availability of wearable recording devices
in the market (e.g. SenseCam or Narrative Clip), one may
resort to personal Life-logging solutions to create memory
collections. Such devices allow for continuous recording of
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pictures in a non-intrusive way, with batteries and memory
capacities to run for days. However, little support is available
for the generation of digital memory cues from a large dataset
collected over time.

Two recent surveys, [1, 10], review the methods for better
summarizing Lifelogs for memory augmentation and story-
telling, respectively. The authors of [10] observe that our
memory recall accuracy is directly related to how different
that episode is from the rest of memories; and that hu-
man memory is cue-driven, and thus it is generally easier
to recognize an item than recall it. Therefore, Lifelogging
technologies can be used to augment our memories (or sup-
pressing unwanted ones) by selecting the right image cues
[6, 7].

In [1] four steps in the process are identified: informative
pictures filtering (removal of blurred or dark images and
those with useless content [15]), episode segmentation (us-
ing low level features k-means, eigenvalues or graphs, and
time-dependent methods [2, 8]), summarization (based on
representativeness, or relying in the presence of important
people/objects [13]) and retrieval (by means of encoded con-
text, people, objects or activities [9, 12]).

Both surveys conclude that richer semantic-level features
are needed to encode the different episodes. The key-frames
included in a Lifelog summary should be diverse, informa-
tive, and good memory triggers. Following their guidelines,
we propose a summarization method which (i) filters unin-
formative images out and (ii) describes the Lifelog content
using CNN-based semantic features. Meaningless images are
first removed using an edge-based filter. Then, informative
images are clustered into episodes using a k-means approach.

The proposed method is evaluated both on a public dataset
and a self-collected one. The quality of the summary in terms
of diversity and informativeness is assessed both through a
user study and the use of ground truth event segmentation.
Evaluating the quality of the key-frames as memory cues is
not in the scope of this work. Users report preference for
the keyframes in our summaries, changing on average 70%
more key-frames in the baseline summaries. Moreover, the
proposed informativeness filtering keeps images of acceptable
quality: only 10% of the proposed replacement pictures are
preferred against the filtered uniform sampling selection.
Finally, describing the pictures with the egocentric CNN
cropping yields summaries of more diverse content than the
standard 10-crop.
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Figure 1: Standard 10-crop (left) and the 10-crop
egocentric data augmentation for a more detailed
input (right).

2. SUMMARIZATION OF LIFELOGS US-
ING CNN-BASED FEATURES

2.1 Adaptation of CNN models for Egocentric
Data

Public CNN models such as AlexNet [11] trained in Im-
ageNet [14] and Places [16] datasets have been used in the
past to describe egocentric images [2, 5]. However, their
classification accuracy in such kind of data is not satisfactory
enough. The training data in these models is in general well
focused, containing very specific content. Egocentric data,
on the other hand, contains a wide range of items in the
same caption, and is usually blurry and unfocused, making
it unlikely to be classifiable into one single class.

One way to boost the performance of deep networks is
data augmentation [4]. Data augmentation produces N
transformations of image I (by cropping and/or flipping) to
obtain additional samples of it. The classification scores of
such samples can then be used standalone, or combined to
obtain a single output (e.g. with a sum/max-pooling). The
above mentioned CNN models require the input images to
be of size 227× 277px. Data augmentation for these models
generally goes as follows: the original image is resized to
be 256 × 256px, 5 crops are then extracted from it (the
four corners and the center), and mirrored on the y-axis to
generate a total of 10 crops. The activation output of the 10
crops is then averaged to obtain a single classification vector.

To make the available models more suitable for FPV, we
use an egocentric-modified data augmentation procedure (Fig.
1). First, the input image is resized for its longer side to be
431px, 90% bigger than the required crop size, preserving the
image aspect ratio. 4 crops are then extracted, segmenting
the original image into four spatial regions (i.e. the four
corners with a very small overlap). Since egocentric captions
are usually vertically invariant, these crops are flipped over
the x-axis. Finally, to prevent rotation-variant content from
being neglected, the original image is resized again for its
shorter side to be 227px. The central 227 × 277px crop is
then rotated ±90◦, obtaining the 2 final crops. For these
10 transformations each spatial region may contain certain
items which may not appear in the other regions. Therefore,
when combining all 10 activation vectors, the maximum value
for each class is selected.

Algorithm 1: Summarization Approach

l = {li} ← frames in the Lifelog

. Initial informativeness filtering:
Computation of volume of edges q = {qi}
l′ = {li | qi > percentile(q, 25)}

. Frame descriptor:
Places and Objects CNN activations pl(l′i), obj(l

′
i)

x = wpl · pl(l′)‖wobj · obj(l′)‖wt · time(l′)

. Event clustering:
if activation filtering then

l′ = {l′i | (max(pl(l′i)) > thpl)&(max(obj(l′i)) > thobj)}
end
if cluster dropping then

k means({xi | li ∈ l′}, k ∗ 1.2)
selection of k clusters further from 0

else
k means({xi | li ∈ l′}, k)

end

. Key-frame selection:
forall k clusters do

lk = argminli d(centroidk, {li ∈ episodek | qi >
percentile({qi | li ∈ episodek}, 75)})

end

2.2 Summarization Approach
Algorithm 1 shows the steps in the proposed summarization

approach. Firstly uninformative images are filtered, then the
remaining frames are described using CNN activation vectors
and temporal dependencies. These frames are clustered into
events with two possible additional informativeness filters.
Finally, one key-frame is extracted from each cluster.

Let l = {li} be all frames in the Lifelog to be summarized,
L. Since the first step to process egocentric data is to remove
all dull, blurry and uninformative data, a quality filtering
is applied over l as follows. For each frame li, the volume
of edges qi is obtained using the Prewitt approximation to
the derivative. Blurred and uninformative images (e.g. walls,
floor, ceiling) will thus get very low values. All frames li
whose qi fall below a certain threshold thq are then removed
from the dataset. Such threshold is variable on the data to
be processed, and takes as value the percentile 25 of q.

To describe each meaningful picture in Lifelog L, l′ = {li |
qi > thq}, the activation values for both Places [16] and Ima-
geNet [14] trained models (the last layer from AlexNet [11])
are extracted with the modified 10-crop setting (as described
in section 2.1). The descriptor is thus defined as the weighted
concatenation of the two activation vectors (places and ob-
jects), followed by the picture timestamp (normalized to be
between 0 and 1)

xi = wpl · pl(l′i)‖wobj · obj(l′i)‖wt · time(l′i) (1)

Frames l′ are then clustered into k episodes following a
k-means approach. To guarantee a minimum confidence
over the CNN classification, and further remove uninforma-
tive frames, two variations are explored. First, considering
only frames with activations over a pre-defined threshold
thpl, thobj ,

l′′ = {l′i | (max(pl(l′i)) > thpl)&(max(obj(l′i)) > thobj)}.
(2)

Second, creating additional clusters to keep only the k clusters
whose centroids are furthest from 0 (clusters close to the
origin will contain frames with low confidence classifications).
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Figure 2: ROC curve and Top-5 classification accu-
racy (bottom curve) for different values of thobj (left),
and thpl (right). Best viewed in color.

The most representative frame in each episode is selected
from a subset of the most informative ones, i.e. their value
qi is higher than a threshold thk. For each episode k, the
chosen key-frame lk is the one from such subset which is
closest to the cluster’s centroid:

lk = argmin
li

d(centroidk, {li ∈ episodek | qi > thk}). (3)

where thk is the percentile 75 of qk = {qi | li ∈ episodek}.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Dataset
We report results in 7 Lifelogs from the Egocentric Dataset

of the University of Barcelona (EDUB) [3], and 7 additional
self-recorded Lifelogs. Both datasets have been recorded
using a Narrative Clip, a wearable device which takes pictures
at 2fpm, and each Lifelog spans 6 to 8 hours of the same day.

To determine the values of thpl and thobj 400 images were
sampled from 4 different Lifelogs in our dataset. For each
of these images, the top 5 classes from Imagenet (referred
as objects) and Places are manually annotated as correct or
incorrect, maintaining a high standard of class recognition
to achieve high precision.

Additionally, in order to evaluate the episode clustering
accuracy, the two datasets have been annotated in terms of
events. Each frame has been given a numeric label for the
general event it corresponds to (e.g. commuting, office, walk-
ing). As a second-level temporal segmentation, a sub-label is
given for the sub-actions included in each event (e.g. station
or train, computer or corridor, morning or afternoon walk).
Namely, frames from the morning and evening commute will
be given the same event label, but different (and possibly
more) sub-event ids. The dataset and annotations will be
made publicly available with the publication of this paper.

3.2 Implementation Details
The presented approach can be fine-tuned by modifying

its settings. In this paper, the following configurations are
explored (code id in parenthesis):

Feature Extraction:

- Data Augmentation Setup: use of the standard 10-
crop, or the one defined in section 2.1 (Ego) to extract the
CNN-based features.

- Merging of the 10-crop Classification: the final
activation value is the maximum (Max ) or the mean (Mean)
along the 10 crops.

Descriptor Generation:

- Weighted Features (T ): each of the features is weighted
differently to match the confidence of their score. Since place
detection has better top-5 accuracy than the object classifi-
cation (see Fig. 2), wpl, wobj , wt take values 1.2, 0.8 and 2,
respectively.

- Time Independent (noT ): clusters have no time de-
pendency, to group together all similar images regardless of
the time-line. Moreover, places and objects are considered
to be of equal importance. wpl, wobj , wt take values 1, 1 and
0, respectively.

Informativeness Filtering from Features:

- Filtering from CNN Activations (minAct): frames
with activations not exceeding the pre-defined thresholds
thpl and thobj are discarded and thus not fed into the k-
means clustering. The annotated data (section 3.1) is used
to analyze the top-5 recognition accuracy for the different
values of thpl and thobj , as well as the relation between True
and False Positives (Fig. 2). The values of thpl and thobj are
empirically set to 0.1 and 0.12, respectively, to reduce the
amount of FP while maintaining high sensitivity and Top-5
accuracy.

- Cluster Dropping (extraK ): the clustering is done
into 20% more episodes than required. Only the k clusters
furthest from 0 are then considered for the summary, all
other frames are discarded.

- No Informativeness Filtering: if nothing is specified,
all frames l′ are considered for the clustering and posterior
key-frame selection.

3.3 Evaluation
We perform two different evaluations. First, an automatic

quantitative analysis of the event diversity in the summary.
Second, a user study to assess the level of informativeness
and cluster representativity of the selected key-frames, and
their quality as opposed to other candidates.

Quantitative analysis. Using the event annotation de-
scribed in 3.1, the episode diversity of a summary is defined
as the ratio of unique events present in the summary to the
amount of events in the Lifelog, caped at k (the Lifelog may
contain more than k events):

diversity =
#unique events summary

min(#unique events Lifelog, k)
. (4)

The diversity ratio is extracted at the 2 levels of event
segmentation. A Lifelog may contain less than k events, and
thus have a high diversity score. However, we would want
this score to remain high for the sub-event segmentation. On
the other hand, if several frames are selected from the same
event, resulting in a low diversity score, we will want them
to be from different sub-events, boosting the score for the
2nd segmentation level.

User Study. The conducted user study has two main
objectives: (i) quantify the representativity and informative-
ness of the summary and (ii) quantify the quality of the
selected key-frames opposed to other candidates.

At the beginning of the study, the user is presented with a
summary of a Lifelog, generated with one of the six methods
being evaluated (the user is unaware of the different possible
configurations). She/he is then shown with 12 additional
images. These images are randomly selected from a bag
of candidates which contains 40% images from the same
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Figure 3: Average diversity of the selected events for each mode tested. Two levels of episodic segmentation
are evaluated (main events in the day, in red ×, and more specific sub-events, in green +), ploted with their
standard deviation (shadowed behind).

Lifelog (half of the images in each sub-event from the manual
annotation), and 60% from other wearers (but from the same
dataset to avoid geographical hints). The following question
is asked: Q1. Which of the above pictures do you think
were (or could have been) taken by that user on that day?,
where the user can select as many images as she/he deems
appropriate.

In the second part of the study, a set of 8 key-frames
chosen at random from the other three summaries is shown.
The user is told that all these images correspond to the
same Lifelog, and is asked the following two questions: Q2.1.
Which of the above-shown events are well represented in the
original summary? Q2.2. Which of the above-shown images
would you include in the summary, at the cost of removing a
picture from the original summary?. As with question Q1,
the user can select as many images as she/he wants.

Once completed the test, the user can choose to evaluate
a new Lifelog, or finish the survey. The sets of images in
Q1 and Q2 are updated after each user finishes the study to
maximize the diversity of the questions’ content.

The answers to Q1 are used to evaluate the informativeness
of the summary, i.e. how good those cues are to understand
that Lifelog. Knowing whether the user can recognize diverse
events from said Lifelog by just seeing the summary allows
us to rate its representativeness.

On the other hand, the answers to Q2.1 and Q2.2 are used
to directly compare each summary to the key-frames selected
by the other methods. We can firstly evaluate how well does
each method represent the full day as opposed to the other
summaries with the event selection ratio in Q2.1. Secondly,
we can detect the ratio of missing (and informative) events
as those selected in Q2.2 but not chosen in Q2.1. Finally,
the quality of the selected key-frames, even if informative, is
inversely proportional to the number of selections in both
Q2.1 and Q2.2, i.e. said events were represented, but some
of the selected frames were not good enough. Events not
selected in Q2.1 nor Q2.2 are understood as meaningless.

The configurations described in section 3.2 are also com-
pared to these baselines1:

1since it is infeasible for us to survey all these different ap-
proaches for all the available Lifelogs, only the methodologies
with best diversity performance have been evaluated in the
user study.

- Uniform Sampling with Informativeness Filter-
ing (Uniform): uniform selection of k key-frames out of the
filtered subset of frames l′.

- Methods Proposed in [2] (B): frames are described
using the output of the penultimate layer from AlexNet CNN
model trained on Imagenet (a 4,096 dimension vector). The
Lifelog is then segmented into episodes with an unsupervised
hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (AC), generating sum-
maries of variable length. The most representative frame in
each episode is extracted with a Random Walk algorithm
(RW ), or the one with minimum accumulated distance to
all other frames in the cluster (minD). The code has been
adapted to generate summaries of, at most, k key-frames.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following results have been obtained for k = 9. From

the automated analysis (Fig. 3) we observe that, in general,
egocentric data augmentation increases the diversity score,
and so does adding temporal dependencies to the image de-
scriptor. However, taking the mean or maximum activation
does not produce remarkable differences. If there is no infor-
mativeness filtering from the CNN features, and considering
the time dependencies, changing the data augmentation con-
figuration boosts the performance significantly in terms of
diversity: from a 58% diversity in the 1st-level segmentation
(Mean T ) to 64% (EgoMean T ) and 67% (EgoMax T ).

When adding CNN features informativeness filtering, re-
sults show that minimum activation filtering mostly boosts
the performance with respect to no filtering at all, and that,
generally, cluster dropping only improves if using time de-
pendencies in the image descriptor. Combining both filters
produces worse results than considering just one of them in
most of the cases.

We also observe that some configurations obtain the same
diversity mean and standard deviation. Looking closer, we
realize that they generate the same summaries. It is the case
of, for example, adding CNN activation filtering to Lifelogs
described using the egocentric data augmentation with max-
imum activation and time id (EgoMax T*, independent of
further filtering), or not adding it. We can conclude, thus,
that this filtering has no effect on that image descriptor,
and that a higher threshold value should be used in these
configurations.



EgoMean
TxKmAct

EgoMax
T Uniform

EgoMean
extraK

Mean
TextraK B RW

TP: 106 137 108 128 99 97

FN: 92 97 77 69 117 91

Ratio: 0.54 0.59 0.58 0.65 0.46 0.52

Distribution of the recognition ratio for each Lifelog

Mean: 0.53 0.58 0.58 0.62 0.46 0.53

Median: 0.58 0.59 0.6 0.6 0.47 0.55

Average number of images changed

Mean: 1.17 1.3 1.67 1.35 1.2 1.94*

Median: 1.13 1.1 1.42 1.33 1.27 1.83

*includes 1.35 images added to fill 9 frames

Table 1: Results for Q1 in the User Study. Total
amount of recognized episodes (T P ), not recognized
(F N ), and ratio (T P /(T P + F N )) for each surveyed
mode; mean and median values for the ratio distribu-
tion along Lifelogs; and average changes (in number
of images) per evaluated summary (Q2), with the
median for the different Lifelogs. In bold, method
with the best result; underlined, the worst.

We conduct the user study on the configurations with top-5
mean episode diversity (considering the 1st-level episode seg-
mentation), and 2 additional configurations with top-3 2nd-
level episode diversity (more details in Fig. 3): EgoMean Tex-
traKminAct, EgoMax T (identical to EgoMax TminAct),
Uniform, EgoMean noTextraK, Mean TextraK and B RW.

A total of 68 users from diverse backgrounds and ages
normally distributed around the 30 years old responded
the on-line survey. Some of them evaluated more than one
summary, obtaining 290 summary evaluations (a minimum
of 3 answers per Lifelog and tested mode).

From the results (Table 1), we observe that the configura-
tion that facilitates the best general understanding of that
day is the averaged egocentric 10-crop with cluster dropping,
EgoMean noTextraK, at a recognition ratio of 65%. On the
other hand, the less representative or informative summary
is the one generated with configuration Mean TextraK, for
which users could only identify 46% of the shown events.

Subjectively, when asked whether events from other sum-
maries where represented (and whether they should be) in
the given one, users report EgoMean noTextraK as the most
complete summary, followed by EgoMax T, consistent with
Q1. However, the chosen key-frames for these summaries
could be more informative (the yellow sector in Fig. 4 is
over 10%), and thus they would replace up to 4 images to
obtain a better summary. They would change less pictures in
configurations EgoMean TextraKminAct and Mean TextraK,
with a maximum of 3 changes per summary (Fig 5). Note
that fewer changes imply greater satisfaction and superiority
of the selection criteria in terms of informativeness of the
key-frames. The baseline B RW, on the other hand, is the
method requiring the most changes. This is due to the flexi-
ble length of such summaries, containing less than 9 frames
in some cases, to which additional frames could be added.
If the added images are ignored, uniform sampling results
the less satisfying summary, requiring more changes to have
the events represented with more informative frames (yellow
sector in Fig. 4), or represented at all (dark brown sector).

EgoMean_TextraKminAct

10%

72%

18%

EgoMax_T

10%

66%

24%

Uniform
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Figure 4: Of the meaningful key-frames in other
summaries, amount of events well represented with
the evaluated method (light green); amount of
events represented with bad quality images which
should be replaced (yellow); and amount of events
that are not represented and should be included in
the final summary (dark brown, exploded).
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Figure 5: Number of images changed for each per-
centile of surveyed summaries. Best viewed in color.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented and evaluated a set of

Lifelog summarization methodologies, all using publicly avail-
able CNN models. These methods have been compared in
terms of diversity, representativeness, and informativeness.
As a result, we have shown that filtering out uninformative
images by analyzing its edge volume is a key step in the
process. Moreover, adding time dependencies to the im-
age descriptor improves the performance, as so does using
egocentric-driven data augmentation in the CNN classifica-
tion. We have also observed that using cluster droping on
top of the minimum activation filter may result in removal
of already informative clusters, therefore producing worse
results than using just one of both informativeness filters.

However, the evaluated dataset is not big and representa-
tive enough for us to draw strong conclusions. Further efforts
should be done towards a large public Lifelogging dataset
with event and informativeness annotation. In the current
dataset and evaluation methodology, the results are not con-
clusive enough as to allow for specific recommendations on
all the configurations.



Summary
Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4

Picture 5 Picture 6 Picture 7 Picture 8

Picture 9 Picture 10 Picture 11 Picture 12

Q1

Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 4

Picture 5 Picture 6 Picture 7 Picture 8

Q2

Figure 6: Example for one of the surveyed summaries (left) and its questions in the user study. Q1. Which
of the above pictures do you think were (or could have been) taken by that user on that day? Q2.1. Which of
the above-shown events are well represented in the original summary? Q2.2. Which of the above-shown images
would you include in the summary, at the cost of removing a picture from the original summary?

We also identify an important shortcoming. Current pre-
trained models do not properly classify egocentric images’
content. Further research should be conducted to improve
the classification accuracy for consumer data.
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